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WHITEPAPER

DISCLAIMER
Pomeranian Star including but not limited to the overall project,
the token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“POMERANIAN
STAR”) as presented in this
conceptual paper is not an licensed, unlicensed or exempted
financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction.
Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or
within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any
effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or
financial environment. Pomeranian Star is
a fully and completely decentralized and community driven
project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters,
marketers, managers, directors or other figures or entities
exerting any form of governance; the POMERANIAN STAR smart
contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and nonmodifiable in any way. The PMS token is a strictly utility token in
any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a security
or otherwise a regulated token of any kind, is not in any way emoney and/or a fiat or asset backed stablecoin, whether global or
limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract
or a contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation,
solicitation or offer to invest in POMERANIAN STAR or acquire or
use its PMS tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit
in any form. Any user of POMERANIAN STAR declares to have
received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and
legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this
Whitepaper, the website and using any portion or element of
POMERANIAN STAR (including any PMS token therein) and
accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring
or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token,
platform, software, interface including POMERANIAN STAR and
further acknowledges with full disclaimer for any community
member directly or indirectly involved with POM STAR, that there
can be any kind of damage suffered, including total loss.

ABOUT
PMS Token never gives a price
guarantee. The community
determines the prices as PMS
tokens will be managed by the
community!

Different tokens will be airdropped
to you constantly with PMS Token
launchpad partners.

It is a community project to homeless
people and stray animals.
The PMS Token will be completely under
the control of investors and will be
absolutely free of price manipulation. The
team will never do price killing and will
receive their locked tokens after the
committee.
Private sale tokens will only be in holders'
wallets for NFT and have no monetary
value.

INTRODUCTION

Pomeranian Star is a decentralized community
focused meme token which
was created on BSC Network.
The purpose of Pomeranian
Star Token is to be a token
that can be used globally with
a vision to see it on most
exchange platforms.
Our dedicated team will
continuously negotiatewith all
exchange platforms and other
business partners in order to
benefit our loyal customers.
Our previous investors who
hold private sale tokens in
their wallets will be
distributed PMS tokens and
then quoted on exchanges.

ROADMAP
2021
The private sale other token will be
completed and locked.

2022 Q1
PMS token distribution for
Private Sale & PMS token
pool liquidity

2022 Q1
Starting NFT project designs PMS
token holders.

2022 Q1
Listing on global decentralized
exchanges for PMS Token

2022 Q1
Listing the PMS token on the
centralized exchange.

2022 Q2
NFT designs will be sent to
token holders

2022 Q3 - Q4
Second centralized

exchange

listing. NFT collection listing. &
Global Event on Ukraine

TOKENOMICS
Token Name:
Pomeranian Star

Token Symbol:
PMS

Contrat Adress:
Total Supply:
10000000000000

For Team & Ads
500000000000

For Private Sale Holders:
280000000000

C haritable Donations:
%20

Will Burn In 1 Month:
5 000000000000
PMS token amounts will remain entirely in the
hands of the committee and will never be sold
by the Pomeranian Star team. Team and ad
tokens will be locked after all tokens have been
distributed and will be unlocked after 6 months.

SOCIAL

Twitter
twitter.com/pomeranianstar

Telegram
t.me/pomeranianstar

Contact Email
info@pomeranianstar.com

